
Name Domain Expiration Description 

HSID .google.pl/com 1 year 

The “HSID” cookie is set by DoubleClick (which 
is owned by Google) to build a profile of the 
website visitor’s interests and show relevant 
ads on other sites. 

__Secure-
3PSID .google.pl/com 6 months 

Help to authenticate the user, prevent 
fraudulent use of login information and protect 
user data from access by unauthorised 
persons. 

APISID .google.pl/com 6 months 
The “APISID” cookie is used to play YouTube 
videos embedded on the website 

__Secure-
3PSIDCC .google.pl/com 6 months 

Relative to Google Recaptcha – These Google 
security cookies help to authenticate the user, 
prevent fraudulent use of login information and 
protect user data from access by unauthorised 
person. 

SAPISID .google.pl/com 2 years The “SAPISID” cookie is used to play YouTube 
videos embedded on the webs. 

__Secure-
1PSIDCC 

.google.pl/com 1 year Cookie required to use website options and 
services. 

SIDCC .google.pl/com 3 months 
Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, 
prevent fraudulent use of credentials, and 
protect visitor data from unauthorised acces. 

SSID .google.pl/com 6 months 
The “SSID” cookie is used to play YouTube 
videos embedded on the website. 

SID .google.pl/com 6 months 
The “SID” cookie is used to play YouTube videos 
embedded on the website. 

__Secure-
1PAPIS .google.pl/com 2 years 

Targeting cookie. Used by for targeting 
purposes to build a profile of the website 
visitor’s interests in order to show relevant & 
personalised Google advertising. 

__Secure-
1PSID 

.google.pl/com 2 years 

Targeting cookie. Used by for targeting 
purposes to build a profile of the website 
visitor’s interests in order to show relevant & 
personalised Google advertising. 

__Secure-
3PAPISID .google.pl/com 2 years 

Builds a profile of website visitor interests to 
show relevant and personalized ads through 
retargeting. 

DV .google.pl/com session 

The DV cookie collects information in an 
anonymous form, including the number of 
visitors to the Site, where visitors have come to 
the Site from and the pages they visited. 

OTZ .google.pl/com 1 month 
The “OTZ” cookie is used by Google analytics to 
track website traffic informations. 

__Secure-
ENID 

.google.pl/com 1 year 
To secure digitally signed and encrypted data 
from the unique Google ID and store the most 
recent login time that Google uses to identify 



visitors, prevent fraudulent use of login data 
and protect visitor data from unauthorized 
parties. This can also be used for targeting 
purposes to display relevant and personalized 
advertising content. 

1P_JAR .google.pl/com 1 month Marketing/ Tracking 
IDE .doubleclick.net 2 years Providea ad delivery or retargeting. 

DSID .doubleclick.net 2 years 
used to identify a signed-in user on non-Google 
sites and to remember whether the user has 
agreed to ad personalization. 

CONSENT .google.pl/com 1 year Stores user consent data. 

SOCS .google.pl/com 
13 
months 

Google uses the ‘SOCS’ cookie to store a user’s 
state regarding their cookies choices. 

AEC .google.pl/com 6 months 

Used to prevent spam, fraud and abuse. 
Ensures that requests within a browsing 
session are made by the user, and not by other 
sites. 

 


